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CSR-100 Technique Base on: csr100.blogspot.com www.carigold.com E-Book are based learning: 

csr100.blogspot.com and www.carigold.com E-Book is designed for study materials, and do not be 

traded. Many thanks to bro JGV100 who has taught these techniques for FREE. In the E-Book, the 

theoretical SNR, Role Reversal, PA, How To Enter Trade, TP, SL, etc. will continue its discussion on 

ulang2. This made so that we immediately understand the basic techniques CSR100.  

  



INTRO  
CSR100 introduced by BRO JGV100 www.carigold.com forum (forex trading styles) on in 2008.  

Until now, he is very committed in providing traders with an interest in learning with the 'naked trading', 

to explore this technique. Writing and tips gathered in BRO JGV100 www.csr100.blogspot.com to be a 

reference to the author.  

Ebook authors and references are made to anyone interested in this technique for FREE. This ebook is 

expected to be a reference to the interest in this technique.  

Hopefully, if you have mastered this technique and you feel useful, please teach it to others. You are 

also expected to to share setups CSR100 the in the forum (both www.carigold.com forum, or forum2 

Other forex).  

WHAT IS TECHNICAL CSR100?  
Forex traders around the world 'continuously  searching' for an HOLY GRAIL TRADING SYSTEM to be a 

millionaire quickly. Through the forum they seek 'Combination MAGIC OF Indicators' for TRADE. On 

essence - it does not exist. If you want to find a technique that can help you to become a successful 

Forex Trader and consistent – this EBOOK is appropriate for you. Trading RICH QUICK INSTANT ROAD 

instead, it requires Discipline, commitment & HARD WORK from your own. For skillful play ball like 

Christiano Ronaldo, good shoes and balls are not enough - your hard efforts to learn playing techniques 

the ball was going to cause you proficient in the sport. CSR100 technique is simple and profitable. You 

do not need to use any magical Indicators. You just need to know principle and the principle of trading in 

forex. To understand clearly the will of this technique, then you need to learn step by step, level by level 

so that each topic can be discussed in the follow and understand it clearly.  

KEEP IT SIMPLE  
CSR100 technique is a technique that is "Classical Support & Resistance" with a Profit Target of 100 PIPS. 

The technique is based entirely on two important principles:  

1) "n Support Resistance" 

2)  "Trade with the Trend".  

This technique is purely based on price action, support and resistance lines. No Indicators (the original 

technique CSR100 using the NO indicator at all, but you are NOT forbidden to develop this technique by 

adding the indicator, so you find the "HOLY GRAIL" of your own). It is important to make the chart as 

simple as possible. Therefore the use of indicators is not recommended (if using, whenever possible 

minimal indicator). CSR100 METHOD IS A KISS - Keep it Simple n Smart. This technique is never taught in 

FOREX-TSD a few years ago, but unfortunately in the case caused a not in the know, the opening thread 

and all Trades associated with them have been removed. Fortunately BRO JGV100 want to share these 

techniques to residents in carigold CSR100. 

 



Lesson 1 - Support & Resistance  
 

A -  Support and Resistance 

 

SUPPORT -----> happen if the price / market moves up and down but failed to break a line / zone and 

turned upward. "Any part at the which the market stopped going down and turned up"  

RESISTANCE ----> happen if the price / market moves from the bottom up but failed to break a line / 

zone and the air back down. "Any part at the which the market stopped going up and turned down" 

 



 

B - Breakout & Phenomena ROLE reversal  

Breakout -----> Price broke through the Support or Resistance is a point / a line / zone where in 

exchange the function of "n Support Resistance"  

ROLE reversal -----> "Support or Resistance" has been swapped function on a line or zone, SBR and RBS  

SBR -----> SUPPORT Become Resistance  

 

RBS ------> Resistance Become SUPPORT 

 

Breakouts 

 



What is a breakout by JGV100  

Questions?  

"Thanks to master of science JGV lowered step by step. Although it is common to hear the SNR, but still 

do not really know. Which may be explained how to say Breakout or Reversal? How many new pips 

benar2 be called Breakout or Revesal? For the small TF TF seemed to have a breakout, but greater still 

Breakout can be said. TF So where do we follow? as well as Revesal "  

The answer from JGV100 : One question that GOOD. In no CSR100 TERMS or TERM "reversal". 

Therefore, please ignore it. If your question is about ROLE Reversal Phenomena -----> SBR & RBS (see the 

chart that I portrait of the previous Trade for more details).  

Breakout on every TF is different. You only need to FOCUS on the TF where you make ANALYSIS. After 

successfully making a breakout, it must make a Significant Price New Low (support) or Significant New 

High (resistance) can be said for a valid breakout. NO SPECIFIC PIPS to said the breakout was valid. You 

also do not need to refer to larger TF to see the breakout. Which you need to refer in greater TF is to SEE 

THE CURRENT TREND. TRADE with Higher TF. Make no mistake understood here. MAKE SURE you can 

tell them apart. 

IMPORTANT: Breakout is the initial indication will force a reversal ROLE PHENOMENON. In other words, 

CURRENT TREND continues. SO we need to prepare to enter the stop lurking opportunities (for OP) if 

the price had make "RETRACEMENT" to the ruler / breakout zone (SBR & RBS). This is what the call with 

the TRADE TREND.  

Ps: Like the master said KG "I will not ride the city bus to jump on a bus that was speeding, but I would 

waiting at the bus stop - stops or places that are going to stop transporting passengers disinggahinya " Is  

Best TF for trade?  

The answer from JGV100 : Can any TF, TF used the minimum is 15 minutes (TF 30 minutes is not 

recommended).  

Smaller TF --------> Small Stop Loss -------> Target of Profits Less ........ MANY SETUP (Suitable for 

Beginners - can learn quickly).  

TF greater -------> Large Loss Stop -------> Target Profits large enough ........ STRESS FREE TRADING  

In PERSONAL JGV100 prefer TF 4 HR 

  



Lesson 2 – Trend 
 

PA = PRICE ACTION -------> SURE KNOW HOW TO CURRENT TREND = THE BEST LEADING INDICATOR  

A1. Uptrend -----> a series of rising peaks and troughs (L, H, HL, HH, and so on, easy language TREND UP) 

L - Low, H - High, HL - Higher Low, HH - Higher High  

PA uptrend = L, H, HL, HH, HL, HH & so on  

ACTION -------> Uptrend = BUY ONLY (Not recommended for sell, unless already benar2 master, so it can 

grab pips retracement. But it is not advised for newbie)  

 

A2. Downtrend -----> a series of descending peaks and troughs (H, L, LH, LL, and so on, easy language 

DECREASING TREND) H - High, L - Low, Lower High-LH, LL - Lower Low  

PA downtrend = H, L, LH, LL, LH, LL & so on  

ACTION ------> downtrend = SELL ONLY (Not recommended to buy, unless already benar2 master, so can 

take the pips from the retracement. But it is not advised for newbie)  

 

 

 

 

  



B. BASIC TRADING.  

3 important things to remember and follow when TRADING.  

A. TRADE WITH THE TREND -----> Trend is your friend, make the trend as "Beloved" you. Never against 

the trend (major taboo in this trade). It's easier to gain if you "Trade with the Trend" in compare with 

the "Trade against the trend". Uptrend = BUY ONLY. downtrend = SELL ONLY  

2. BUY AT SUPPORT --------> Buyers enter the market at Support and take control from the sellers. That is 

enter "TRADE BUY" only in the "SUPPORT" only. If the Resistance BUY obviously not true. CSR100 ----> 

BUY at RBS (Become Resistance Support)  

 

3. SELL AT Resistance -----> Sellers enter the market at the Resistance and take control from the buyers. 

That is enter "SELL TRADE" only in the "resistance" only. If you SELL in Support obviously not true. 

CSR100 -----> SELL in SBR (Support Become Resistance) 

 

  



What is Role Reversal Phenomenon?  

Reversal Phenomena ROLE -----------> apply if the "Support or Resistance" have been exchanged on a 

single function ruler or a zone, SBR (Support Become Resistance) and RBS (Become Resistance Support).  

SBR  

Price managed to breakout on "Support" and then form a New Low (New Support). Price then retrace 

back to the Support line or zone but failed to break earlier, and then apply the exchange functions on 

the line or zone them. Ruler or a zone that has become the "Resistance".  

RBS  

Price managed to breakout in "Resistance" and form a New High (New Resistance). Price then retrace 

return to the previous resistance line or zone but failed to break, and then apply to the exchange 

function the line or zone. Ruler or a zone that has become the "Support"  

Chart below may be able to give a clearer picture: 

 

  



Lesson 3 - Rules For Method CSR100  
 

TREND WILL IDENTIFY DIRECTION -----> Each TF has its own trend, make sure our Trade with the Trend 

with higher TF. Trading with the Trend on one TF higher will give a good decision, when TF Trend 

analysis has used the same with 2 or more higher TF, will provide opportunities nice.  

A1. If you are trading in TF 4 HR, use the TF Daily / Weekly to see Trend  

A2. If you are trading in TF 1 HR, 4 HR use TF / Daily to see Trend  

A3. If you are trading at TF 15M, use the TF 1 HR / 4 HR to see Trend  

2. ENTER Tradeion PROFIT TARGET (TP) and Stop Loss (SL)  

Downtrend = SBR = SELL ONLY  

A. TRADE ENTER -------> After the Breakout and form a New Low, Price will usually retrace and Retest 

several times in SBR ruler. (Retest 1st, 2nd or 3RD retest retest). If it still fails to penetrate the SBR Price 

after several attempts (retest), this indicates that SBR is quite strong and as well to "confirm" it SBR that 

it is legitimate or valid. Should wait for the 2nd or 3rd retest enter Trade.  

B. TP --------> Lowest point after Breakout (New Low / Latest Support). You may hold the possibility of OP 

kerana Price break for high-Support is caused our Trade with the trend. Min TP for CSR100 = 100 pips.  

C. SL --------> A few pips above the SBR or go MM you have designed, how many pips sangup Did you 

lose!  

CSR100 Sell Setup 

 

  



Uptrend = RBS = BUY ONLY  

A. TRADE ENTER -------> After the breakout and established New High, Price will usually retrace and 

Retest several times in RBS ruler. (1st Retest, retest or 3RD 2nd rd retest). If it still fails to penetrate the 

RBS Price after several attempts (retest), this indicates that RBS is strong enough and also to "confirm" it 

RBS is that it is legitimate or valid. Should wait for the 2nd or 3rd retest enter Trade.  

B. TP --------> Highest point after Breakout (New High / Popular Resistance). You should hold Trade 

kerana Resistance is likely to break is the high price is caused our Trade with the Trend. Min TP for 

CSR100 = 100 pips. 

C. SL --------> A few pips below the RBS or go MM you have designed, how many pips you whether 

sangup loss! Buy Setup Hit TP FOR EXAMPLE uptrend ----> ENTER TRADE BUY; PAIR GBP / CHF TF 4 HR 

13-5-2009 ---------> SETUP CUN (As per Rule CSR100)  

 

PAIR GBP / CHF TF 4 HR 21-5-2009 ----------> HIT TP = 650 pips 

 

  



in which TF we PLOT SR Line?  
Question: Master Sifu ... Can we make S and R lines which follow different TF ... or we make the TF-4H 

and then moved to 1H-TF, TF-30 and TF-15  

Answer: A. Were you trading in TF 4 Hr --------> you just need to plot S n R on TF 4 Hr only. 2. Each TF has 

masing2 TREND. You can plot S n R on different TF to look for and recognize Setup must CSR100 on each 

TF. Uptrend in the TF more likely just a LITTLE more RETRACEMENT in TF BIG. At best, make sure you 

setup the TF as Trend Trading with 2 TF is greater.  

If you are a risk taker ...... you may enter SETUP CSR100 Trade if there is anywhere in the TF. What is 

important RULES CSR100 must comply fully.  

CSR Simple Method - Advice from JGV100  
For those users CSR100, advised to enter your Trade if SETUP is CUN only (where CSR Rule 100 are met). 

Chart Patterns & Candlesticks can indeed help to recognize changes in trends, but TECHNIQUE for 

making this possible sesimple -------> you better fulcrum and focus only on the PA to CURRENT TREND 

surely know.  

In other words: do not need to know the reversal PRICE ACTION .. We use price action to IDENTIFY THE 

TREND ONLY.  

EXAMPLE: Wait for complete Setup CSR100  

 

See chart above, in his Theory, the analysis is correct. Setup CSR100 just yet complete. So, wait for Price 

make a significant New High (Resistance) after Breakout (prior to retrace the original RBS), then we 

TRADE with the TREND 

What is meant by PA Current Trend?  
TREND is something that is SUBJECTIVE. Each TF has an TREND respectively. Uptrend / downtrends in TF 

Smaller might just RETRACEMENT in more LARGE TF. I use PA (Price Action) to recognize certain 

direction CURRENT TREND. I think PA is THE BEST INDICATOR if compared with other indicators are 

lagging. To memahirkan yourself with PA you have to understand Peaks & TROUGHS Concept Analysis 

(Peak & Analysis Valley) or in other words, it may be referred to as Analysis & Swing High Swing Low  

 



ANALYSIS Peaks & TROUGHS  
Uptrend -----> a series of rising peaks and troughs (L, H, HL, HH, and so on, easy language uptrend) L - 

Low, H - High, HL - Higher Low, HH - Higher High  

Downtrend -----> a series of descending peaks and troughs (H, L, LH, LL, and so on, easy language trends 

decreased) H - High, L - Low, Lower High-LH, LL - Lower Low  

EXAMPLE PA uptrend EU TF Chart 1 HR -----> Analysis Peaks & Troughs Notice in every sphere of my plot.  

 Peaks & Troughs it is (Peak & valley / swing high and swing low)  

For the uptrend, PA must start with L (low) followed with H (high), and HL (higer low) and HH (higher 

high), HL, and HH  

so Take a look Peaks -----> 1. H (high) 2. HH (higher high) 3. HH (higher high) ..... now have a higher peak 

than peak previously, the new uptrend can be said.  

Take a look Troughs -----> 1. L (low) 2. HL (higher low) 3. HL (higher low) 4.HL (higher low) ...... trough 

should now be higher than the previous trough, a new uptrend can be said.  

This is what is meant uptrend = a series of rising peaks and troughs 

 

EU HR Chart TF 1 ------> PA uptrend In an uptrend, prices are not moving up in a straight ruler, but moves 

in a zigzag pattern. Rally Up and Retracement. Trend charts show is DEFINITELY enough uptrend.  

EU TF Chart 1 HR -----> PA & Basic Trading Merger with unique memafaatkan ROLE Phenomena Reversal 

Trading System has produced a fairly SIMPLE & PROFITABLE - CSR100.  



 

To downtrend please use the same CONCEPT but in the opposite situation (downhill). 

Any Skill Necessary For SR Plot Line using PA  
Try mahirkan yourself about the PA and make a chart to look more simple. I would argue for TF 4 Hr n 

support ruler too much resistance in the painting. We focus only on significant PA (Peaks & Troughs).  

 

There was no requirement how many horizontal lines that need to Plot / Chart depicted in CSR. All 

depending on the Significant Peaks & Troughs (PA). With simple language Significant Support & 

Resistance.  

To an SETUP -------> example uptrend ------> make sure the PA must begin with a Low (L). Then search 

Significant Resistance first who is H (high). H may retest only once or maybe two and more retest. Retest 

showed more resistance the more powerful. Resistance is strong until the normally Price will make 

RETRACEMENT and form HL (higher low). Price will try once again to solve Resitance Had he managed to 

breakout usually will make a New High or New Resistance namely HH (higher high).  

The trend during this breakout show continues or Valid. If it fails to penetrate the HH Price, he usually 

Resistance will make RETRACEMENT to the previous (H). Resistance that will exchange functions into 

Support (RBS / HL). This is what the call PHENOMENA ROLE reversal. This is where the best time for us 

lurk opportunities to enter Trade BUY at RBS (Become Resistance Support).  

As FILTER, the TRADE advised to enter the 2nd retest on the SBR. Had Price makes RETRACEMENT but 

not to the ruler / RBS zone, let it be. That is no SETUP CSR100 there. SL in the GOOD put a few pips 

below the RBS 1st retest. Had HIT SL, let it be. Only minimal LOSS wrote. 

 



Horizontal line position?  
Question:  

Where we are mem-Horizontal plot of this line?  

1) At the Open / Close Price OR  

2) High / Low Price  

Answer: For me kedua2nya not significant, caused SBR / RBS does not have a ruler or the right point. 

May be a zone. I try to notice chart2 Tradekan. I do not look directly at Candlesticks, Open / Close / High 

/ low. I try to make ENGINEERING CSR100 very simple. SCIENCE Candlesticks can indeed help, but for 

this technique we can forget and just FOCUS on the Significant Support & Resistance and Trade with the 

Trend. Understanding ttgn PA (Analysis Peaks & Troughs) and also PHENOMENA ROLE Reversal is very 

important. That's all that need to CSR100 ENGINEERING memahirkan themselves. SIMPLE quite right.  

Note: SR is a Line, but SBR or RBS can be a LINE or a ZONE.  

 

RBS Zone? Chart above ------> SBR or RBS does not have a precise point or line, here is more to a zone. 

  



Trade with the Trend?  
Let's look at Chart to understand the concept of Trade with the Trend with Higher TF. EJ TF 4HR chart ----

--> Trend currently is based on the PA uptrend. Let us FOCUS on the Blue Box. Higher TF (4 HR) shows PA 

uptrend. If we separated the BUY Opportunity second 2nd retest on TF 4 HR ------> we can zoom in more 

small TF to see if his form SETUP CSR100 to enter the Trade. Only enter reconnaissance Trade Buy on TF 

1 HR, due Trend in TF 4 HR is an uptrend. This is in Trade with the Trend named with Higher TF.  

 

Let's look at Chart 1 HR TF (a zoom in from the blue box in TF 4 HR). EJ TF 1 HR chart 1-6-2009 -----> 

SETUP CSR100.  

 

Trade BUY Enter the 2nd retest (SETUP CSR100 TF 1 HR) yields = 550 pips 

  



Lesson 4. Sort - sort Setup CSR100  
 

Normal Setup CSR100  

1. This setup usually occurs in middle of a TREND.  

2. After the breakout, Price retrace towards the S or R that has been definitely known to form SBR / RBS. 

In other words, the SBR / RBS occurs at the same time a ruler rather than a single zone.  

3. Setup is easy for most to recognize.  

4. Pips can produce a large but not as Creeping Setup.  

Example -------> NORMAL SETUP  

 

Creeping CSR100 Setup  

1. This setup usually occurs at the beginning of a TREND.  

2. After the breakout, and spread into retrace Price (creeping) into the ruler SBR / RBS who have been in 

definitely known to form a single zone bertindih / stacked ---------> ZONE SBR / RBS.  

3. Usually, this setup will produce a large enough pips as we enter the early Trade TREND. 4. Are 

suggested to enter the 2nd retest TRADE.  

Example ------> Creeping SETUP 

 

 



Blow Off SCR100 Setup  

1. This setup usually occurs at the end of a TREND.  

2. After the breakout, Price retrace but not to meet with the ruler S or R that has been in the know sure, 

and form a GAP ------> ZONE SBR / RBS.  

3. Produces the smallest pips in comparison with Creeping and Normal Setup. The best time to CLOSE 

TRADE which we enter, as Creeping Setup and Normal Setup if Blow Off TP HIT. 

 4. TRADE advised to enter the 2nd retest.  

Example  ---------> BLOW OFF SETUP  

 

  



Lesson 5 - Last Lesson  
It's just 4 Lessons / Theori that you all need to know about TECHNIQUE CSR100. Very Simple :)  

The most IMPORTANT is PRACTICE, PRACTICE & PRACTICE until puffy.  

Advice from Bro Vegas - Mr Tunnel  

"I am going to give you the only bit of professional trader advice.  

One (1), a method Investigate That you believe makes money over time and stick with it.  

Two (2), Try to understand the theoretical underpinnings of the model.  

Three (3), small Trade totally convinced until the method works.  

Four (4), Your success [profits] comes from implementing the method correctly, not guessing where the 

market is headed.  

Five (5), Read number 4 again.  

Six (6), Give up thinking during market hours. Thinking comes when the machines are turned off, not in 

the heat of battle "  

The Basics  
PAIRS - On R & D that has been done, the technique is suitable for ALL PAIRS GOLD & SILVER included. 

Bro JGV100 Mainly used this technique in a PAIR GU & EU. Please refer to the chart in carigold forum the 

BRO JGV100 TRADE.  

TIME FRAMES - TIME FRAMES instead of the main issues, but in which the CSR100 SETUP TIME FRAME 

no. In each time frame ie monthly, weekly, daily, H4, H1 and M15, intailah SETUP CSR100. (TF 30 min did 

not recommended)  

TOOLS - Support & Resistance LINES & PRICE ACTION. NO Indicators. CSR100 technique is TECHNIQUE 

PRICE ACTION TO PARTICIPATE instead of 'indicators'. 

  



Step - Creating Practical Step Setup CSR100  
 

STEP 1 -----> EMPTY CHART (USE TEMPLATE CSR100)  

What you all need to do is open a new chart (PAIR and what TF is up to yourself your own) ----> enter 

Template CSR100. Your chart will look like d below.  

 

CSR100 template can be downloaded at: http://www.box.com/s/frhjs2rcqoddkgi6mdbk (Thank you to 

bro Hafiz who have shared this with us)  

  



STEP 2 -------> MUST IDENTIFY SBR / RBS  

You need to plot the horizontal ruler putus2 to find a line or zone SBR / RBS. Make sure the line of SBR / 

RBS you must have 3 of this case. Support, Resistance and Breakout. Use the arrow UP Box for support 

and Box arrow DOWN to resistance. Your chart will look like below. 

 

STEP 3 -----> labeled LINE / ZONE SBR / RBS & Breakout  

You need to tag line / zone SBR / RBS on each line that has been recognized for sure. Put the label was 

line to the right of your chart. Put a breakout also use dots in place of ROLE reversal phenomenon. Your 

chart will look like below.  

  



STEP 4 -----> PRICE ACTION (PA), uptrend or downtrend  

You need your PA labels on the chart so that you appear TREND today. For the uptrend = L, H, HL, HH, 

HL, HH, etc & downtrend = H, L, LH, LL, LH, LL, etc. Your chart will look like below.  

 

DONE -----> CSR100 CHART SOPs ready ..... Simple right.  

STEP 4 That's what you need to do to paint the SOP CHART CSR100. Try to practice, practice, and 

practice. TRADE To enter you can see the chart in smaller TF. In the example here, we chart is GU in TF 4 

HR to see what is happening there and the opportunities lurking enter TRADE if any. 

Other Ways Make Setup CSR100  
 

1. Empty Chart - Write a PA to find out the current trends. 

 Forget the first R, S, Breakout, SBR or focus on PA ..... RBS wrote. 

 PA uptrend -----> L, H, HL, HH, HL .... so on 

 PA downtrend ----> H, L, LH, LL, LH .... so on  



 

2. Plot Support and Resistance  

 SUPPORT -----> occurs when the price / market moves up and down but failed to penetrate a 

line / zone and turned upward. "Any part at the which the market stopped going down and 

turned up" 

 Resistance ----> happen if the price / market moves from the bottom up but failed to penetrate 

a line / zone and turning her down. "Any part at the which the market stopped going up and 

turned down" 

tips: Do not plot the SNR is too much, looking for potential SBR or RBS. Too many lines make the 

chart too full SNR. Can confusing. Just Keep It Simple Smart. 



3. Find a Role Reversal Phenomenon 

 ROLE reversal -----> "Support or Resistance" has been swapped function, SBR and RBS 

 SBR -----> SUPPORT Become Resistance 

 RBS ------> Become Resistance SUPPORT 

 Breakout -----> Price broke through the Support or Resistance is a point / a line / zone where an 

exchange of function 'n Support Resistance " 

 Give rise to support the arrow and down arrow keys to resistance  

 

Tip: When you have found the SBR / RBS, delete the line SNR is not a potential RBS / SBR. Chart so that 

you are not too full.  

  



4. Find the point where not Enter Posisiton (OP), SL (Stop Loss), and TP (Target Profit) 

 For example here are the Up Trend, then we reconnaissance Buy position. 

 TRADE ENTER -------> After the Breakout and form a New High, Price will usually retrace and 

Retest several times in RBS ruler. (Retest 1st, 2nd or 3RD retest retest). If Price is still failing 

through the RBS after several attempts (retest), this indicates that RBS is strong enough and well 

to "confirm" that it's legitimate or valid RBS. Should wait for the 2nd or 3rd retest enter Trade. 

 TP --------> Highest point after Breakout (Resistance). You can hold Trade because of the 

possibility for price high break resistance is caused our trade with the trend. See Chart for the 

position of TP (Usually TP is the resistance that has been in the know for sure) 

 SL --------> A few pips below the RBS. (MM participated, how many pips sangup Did you lose?) 

 

 

Dos and Donts  TIPS & TECHNIQUES CSR100  

1. CSR 100 what is important is SETUP. Login to Trade if SETUP entry has been benar2 in the know 

for sure. If using a small TF usually opportunities for more trade and faster in comparison with 

larger TF, but if it is larger then usually generate more TF big pips. I suggest to CSR100, we use 

1H TF, TP at least 100 pips can be achieved. 

2. View sample charts to understand how to find and paint SBR or RBS. After that try practicing 

with a blank chart. Remember to look for SBR yes or RBS there should be three This pekara, 

Support, and Resistance Breakout. It must be remembered, SBR or undue RBS one point or the 

right line, he is more to a zone.  

3. Mahirkan yourself about Price Action. Science in Candlesticks and Candlesticks Patterns can 

help. But the most important thing is experience. Nobody can buy this. The use of indicators is 

not recommended (unless you understand the basis and usefulness benar2 indicator it).  



4. CSR100 techniques do not suggest to your entry in the event of a breakout, because we do not 

know for sure there was really 'valid' Breakout or just one of the "False Breakout". To avoid the 

error 'Bear or Bull Trap ". It's safer to wait TECHNICAL SETUP CSR100. Let me slow home 

survived, it did not run chase pips. 

5. CSR100 techniques do not suggest to 'counter trend trade' - indeed pips can be generated when 

trade with 'counter trend'. But even after all, TRADE COUNTER TREND is not recommended. Due 

to high risk. Did we not know where the actual price. IN THIS named TRADE AGAINST THE 

TREND / COUNTER TREND. CSR100 is a technique TRADE WITH THE TREND. To TRADERS who 

became a successful, we must be disciplined. "Stick to the rules".  

6. To memahirkan in finding SBR or RBS, actually not too difficult, just trial and error course, if we 

practice sungguh2, one day is enough to find. But the difficulty is memahirkan themselves on 

"Price Action" to gain entry to the "CUN". 

7. If you want easy, follow these Simple Rules wrote CSR100, forget about the problems 

candlesticks. Enter the 2nd or 3rd Retest, setkan TP and SL. Stop loss a few pips above or below 

the SBR / RBS (tight SL). TP on support / resistance up to date. If the breakeven and profits, for 

trailing stop (TS). If taxable SL, never mind, Loss minimum. Wait for the next SETUP. This 

technique has a Success Rate is within 60-70%, where R: R (Risk: Reward) is very good. Minimum 

1: 2 (2x loss could be on the cover with 1x win) 

8. The technique is based on 100% Technical Analysis. May enter at any time Trade if SETUP. Only 

should try to avoid when there is news relese, if you want to enter Trade, hit SL fears caused by 

the spike. Wait 30 minutes or 1 hour after the news release.  

9. It is recommended to enter TRADE on 2nd/3rd retest. The logic is that RBS / SBR have been 

valid, namely resistance has been swapped to support or support has been swapped into 

resistance. If you a risk taker you can enter on the 1st Trade with Tight SL retest. ENGINEERING 

CSR100 has R: R good enough. 

10. If the market / price not retest the line SBR / RBS, there are two possibilities have occurred: 

 No SETUP -------> No need to enter TRADE / OP, learn patience + discipline. 

 Blow Off Some SETUP -----> Enter the 2nd retest (not retest the SBR / RBS) 

11. You do not need to know jenis2 bar or pattern to mengconfirmkan PA. If you know what it is 

support n resistance, you will automatically be able to identify & mengconfirmkan PA. If you 

betul2 learn this technique, you will see how I use the SNR and the PA to certainly recognize a 

SETUP, and then make my TRADE with the TREND. 

12. Indi blank chart is used to make you look shorter and elongated. This will allow you to draw 

support & resistance, SBR / RBS and help you to know sure SETUP CSR100 faster & accurate. 

13. This technique is essentially a technique that is fully based on the concept of "TRADE with the 

TREND "and" Support & Resistance ". Unique PHENOMENON ROLE reversal (Change Function 

SBR & RBS) in full for us to enter manafaatkan TRADE, in compliance with BASIC / BASIC 

TRADING BUY namely at SUPPORT and sell at resistance. PHENOMENON ROLE reversal (RBS & 

SBR) also showed TREND seconds.This still continues and allows us to TRADE with the TREND. A 

Simple enough TECHNIQUES 100% based on the BASIC TRADING. 

14. Revenue "RnD" I do, this technique suitable CSR100 & can be used for anything PAIR including 

GOLD and SILVER. SETUP important and need to CSR100 RULES fully complied with. 



15. RULES CSR100 Trade meyarankan we enter the 2nd retest. The rationale is to ensure that the 

support / resistance was benar2 formed. 2nd retest not only act as FILTER but also as a SIGNAL 

that one TYPE SETUP (Normal, Creeping, or Blow Off) was formed. 

16. Benar2 not have anyone to know & determine what price will form the zone or line RBS. From 

the theory of CSR100, we know & understand that RBS zone or line has been there from RBS 

Setup jenis2 CSR100. Then we use the existing knowledge about this setup based jenis2 nature 

of price movements or specific criteria to identify the possible setup and ready CSR100 megintai 

opportunity when SETUP is benar2 happen. 

 Line / RBS = normal setup line ------> Price retrace back, betul2 to line resistance before 

breakout to activate the Setup CSR100. 

 RBS = creeping setup Zone ------> Price retrace back, penetrate or spread into a line 

resistance before the breakout to activate Setup CSR100. Required confirmation. Enter the 

2nd retest. SL a few pips below the 1st retest. 

 RBS = blow-off zone setup ------> Price retrace back, toward the line of resistance before the 

breakout, but betul2 not get to the line, thus forming the gap, and activate the Setup 

CSR100. Be required confirmation. Enter the 2nd retest with a few pips below SL 1st retest 

17. Most ideal or should, wait until the price retrace retest betul2 on 1st line (touch 1st retest) or as 

close as possible, we have just Enter Trade. Set the SL a few pips below 1st retest. Rationale if 

Now enter your Trade, your SL becomes larger. If hit SL will make a sizeable loss. If the price 

does not reach the 2nd retest, there is no Setup = No Trade. This "patient + discipline" in its 

name. Look for other opportunities. (Not to be chased away pips) 

18. LOCATION WHERE SL? Personally, I think the BEST is using the calculation Risk to Reward Ratio. 

For example if I set TP = 100 pips I will set the SL = 50 pips. This will provide R: R = 1: 2. In other 

words, I can cover back 2 times a Trade that loss with only 1 times Trade a win aja. 

19. SURE ABOUT SBR or RBS in Chart. It should be noted that each Support and resistance are 

formed is not always the RBS / SBR, since for the occurrence of the formation of RBS / RBS 

should have: 

a. Resistance 

b. Breakout 

c. support. 

If there is no resistance in the line of support or no support in the line of resistance, the RBS or 

SBR not occur. If there is no SBR or RBS, there is no SETUP. NO SETUP = NO TRADE. (DISIPLIN!!) 

20. Technical analysis uses the concept of CSR 100 Peaks and troughs to recognize a certain 

direction trend. 

21. Support and resistance lines are used to find SETUP. This unique technique is used ROLE reversal 

phenomenon that is SBR & RBS and Breakout to identify a SETUP. So usually Peaks / troughs that 

I took as a resistance or support is Peaks / troughs that ROLE reversal phenomenon produces it, 

is to help us see, what a SETUP is valid or not. This also means, Peaks / troughs that SBR or RBS 

is only necessary in draw, not all peak & bottom available in the chart. 



22. SL and TP in the set depends on the SETUP. Each SETUP different in terms of TP, but SL remains 

the same, a few pips above / below SBR / RBS. TP is the Highest or lowest point after the 

breakout. 

23. In accordance with Rules CSR100 .... NOT RECOMMENDED to enter trades in the 2nd retest if 

setup on 1st Retest was Hit TP (TP should not be 100 pips, maybe less, and also may be more). 

Rational double bottom / top has been formed. According KNOWLEDGE chart pattern, if the 

double top / bottom has formed the possible early indicator of the trend will change direction. 

However, it is recommended that it does not mean NO CAN. 

24. I too do not know for certain if SETUP is really valid or not? However, the most RULES CSR100 

important is to constantly adhered. Due to technical CSR100 with R: R good enough. So if you 

truly believe in a SETUP, enter it, but should benar2 appropriate with RULES CSR100. If Hit SL, 

not apa2 minimal loss, if the max Profits Hit TP. If you ragu2 and not confident, sitting beside it. 

DO NOT TRADE. Simple right. After that, practice, practice and continue to practice until you can 

get a "FEEL" of a VALID SETUP. 

25. SL is very important. SL park is one discipline in technique CSR100. If you are trading without SL 

means you do not comply with CSR100 RULES! 

26. This technique does not require you to know in looking at quality low price, you also do not 

need to predict apa2. You need to know is what the support, and resistance breakout. You also 

need to know what the SBR and RBS. 

27.  Why this technique suggest that you enter in the 2nd or 3rd TRADE retest? 1st retest showed 

that the SBR / RBS that form are invalid ----> so 2nd retest / retest own 3rd automatic functions 

as a FILTER to enter TRADE. 

  



Example - Example Setup CSR100 in market 

Sell Setup For Gold 

 

From the chart above (TF 1 HR), we can detect early changes in trends when tanda2 Double Top 

formation. Price after successful breakout and make a New Low, we have to wait RETRACE Price back to 

the line / SBR zone, before eyeing the opportunity to enter the Trade SELL. Zone marked the 1st retest 

SBR was formed. 1st Retest (retest significant) is very important. There is the benchmark / or SBR Zone 

position markers. Chance Trade the best for us to enter if the price is successful retest again in Zone SBR 

(2nd retest). SL should be a few pips above the "Highest price" in the 1st retest and TP at New Low Upon 

breakout. As a result, SETUP CSR100 on the 2nd retest was HIT TP to give users TECHNICAL CSR100 -----> 

1700 pips in 24 hours :) 

Rules of Entry Trade 
 

According RULES CSR100, you are advised, the recommended and encouraged to enter in 2nd Trade 

Retest regardless jenis2 SETUP (normal / creeping / blow off). 1st retest is a filter for TECHNICAL CSR100. 

For creeping & blow off your SETUP is no choice but to enter Trade on 2nd retest. 1st retest shows the 

SBR / RBS has been formed. However, SETUP to normal, if you are a RISK taker, you can enter the Trade 

at Tight 1st retest with SL, a few pips below the RBS or a few pips above the SBR. If HIT SL minimal loss & 

if HIT TP max profit. 

How Do Trade Login? 
Nih questions, newbie would ask the Master or senior-senior JGV100 TECHNICAL CSR100 users .. 

According CSR100 Trading Rules: 

1. Direction of Trade in Bigger Trend; it mean if I do in 1HR Chart Analysis: Trend - Daily 4Hr or be 

reference. If the trend - up; buy it; If Trend Down - Sell only 

2. Setup for CSR100 - Normally we wait to turn up the VALID SBR / RBS Line or Zone. 

3. Entry to CSR100 - Wait for the 2nd or 3rd retest retest. 

Newbie question - Entry Entry: 

1. Wear PENDING ORDER? 

2. What do you mean retest - Is price should reflect SBR / RBS Zone / Line? 



Response from Bro JGV: 

1. It's up to you, can OP Manual or Pending order. If using a Pending Order, make sure you enter 

the 2nd retest. SL & TP must be set. If HIT SL, minimal time. If HIT TP, max profit. (Pending order 

is allowed) 

2. Retest = Price tries to emerge Support / Resistance but failed and bounced against direction. 

Price MUST touch line SBR / RBS (Normal SETUP) or enter the zone SBR / RBS (Creeping SETUP) 

or form a GAP in the zone RBS / SBR (Blow-Off SETUP) 

Examples of retest (Normal SETUP) 

 

This technique is created to help you Trading. You do not need a computer screen 24 hours. The most 

SETUP key is CSR100. CSR100 SETUP does not appear at any time and for a moment. You can identify 

SETUP, use CSR100 analysis. After a 1st retest ------> you can set the PENDING ORDER with Tight SL. 

Close the computer and you can do something else. 

Back to Basic - CSR100 understand Terminology 
| 

UPTREND -----> a series of rising Peaks and troughs (L, H, HL, HH and then, very simply trend up) L - Low, 

H - High, HL - Higher Low, HH - Higher High 

DOWNTREND -----> a series of descending Peaks and troughs (H, L, LH, LL and then, very simply trend 

decreased) H - High, L - Low, Lower High-LH, LL - Lower Low 

SUPPORT -----> occurs when the price / market from top to bottom failed to pass a line / zone and 

bounce back to top. "Any part Stopped at Which the market going down and turned up" 

Resistance ----> occurs when the price / market from the ground up failed to pass a line / zone and 

bounce back down. "Any part Stopped at Which the market going up and turned down" 

ROLE reversal -----> "Support or Resistance" has changed functions, SBR and RBS 

SBR -----> SUPPORT Become Resistance 

RBS ------> Become Resistance SUPPORT 



Breakout -----> Price successfully penetrate Support or Resistance, which was usually point / line / zone 

in which exchange occurs the "n Support Resistance" 

TP = Target Profit 

SL = Stop Loss 

 

Find SBR Line or Zone 

 

Down Trend 

Istilah2 important to diperhatian here, S n R, Breakout, SBR, H - L - LH - LL - LH - LL and beyond.Note 

where the position of SBR SBR and how this in manually draw. 

Note: This technique is based on pure price action alone and there is no indicator of wear. SBR can only 

be in the plot when phenomenon "Role reversal" occurs. Must have Support, Breakout and Resistance. 



Support functions have changed the Resistance. SBR = Support Become Resistance. For RBS is the 

opposite. View the Charts. 

Formula Basis Trading 
3 is an important thing to keep in mind and follow when TRADING. 

1. TRADE WITH THE TREND -----> The trend is your friend, make the trend as you LOVE. Never 

against the trend (of abstinence this trading system). It's easier to profit if your "Trade with the 

trend" in compare with the "Trade versus trend". UPTREND = BUY ONLY. DOWNTREND = SELL 

WHATSOEVER, Simple right. 

2. BUY AT SUPPORT ------> Buyers enter the market at Support and take control from the Sellers. 

Means enter BUY trade only in Support only. Simple right. If you BUY the Resistance, we find 

things, it is. 

3. SELL AT Resistance -----> Sellers enter the market at Resistance and take control from the 

buyers. Meaning SELL TRADE enter only the resistance only. Simple right. If you SELL in Support, 

we find the problem is. 

The aja 3 important formula that should be remembered and adhered. 

Basic Rules For Trade CSR100 

 
1. Identify Trend Direction -----> Each TF has its own trend, make sure that we trade with the trend 

to higher TF. Trading with the trend on one TF higher will give good results, while the TF where 

we analyzes have the same trend with two or more TF on it, it will provide opportunities great. 

2. ENTER TRADEION, PROFIT AND STOP LOSS TARGET 

DOWNTREND (SELL AJA) 

 

 Trade Entry -------> After SBR phenomenon occurs usually price will retest SBR few times to the 

line. (1st Retest, 2nd or 3rd rd retest retest). If the price still failed to penetrate SBR retest after 

few times, this showed that SBR is strong enough and then Meng "confirmkan" SBR is valid or 

invalid. It's worth waiting 2nd or 3rd retest to enter Trade. See chart for a clearer picture. 

 TP --------> Lowest point after Breakout (Support). You can hold Trade because of the potential 

for price break support is high, also because we trade with the trend. See Chart for the position 

of TP (TP is usually in support the already identified) 



 SL --------> A number of pips on the SBR. (Follow the MM that you have planned, how would you 

sangup pips loss) 

FOR THE UPTREND IS OTHERWISE. 

How to Create a CRS100 Analysis 
 

Step 1: Select TF you want to TRADING; 

 If you select the TF15, please see TF 1Hr/4Hr to Find the current trend. 

 If you select TF1Hr, please see TF 4Hr/Daily to Find the current trend. 

Note: Choose the larger TF to determine the Trend Today! 

Step 2: How to determine TREND Today: Please read again "Lesson 2 - Trend by JGV100" 

Step 3: Analysis of TF to the "TRADE" 

The main purpose is to find a SBR / RBS Line or Zone; 

1. Put a S + R Line area. 

2. Give a sign of breakouts. 

3. Put a retest after 1st = Confirmed Breakout SBR / RBS Line / Zone 

Eyes Opportunity To Sign Trade in 2nd or 3rd retest retest. 

Stop Loss: Some Pips from SBR / RBS Line (Very Minimum) 

TP: 1st Tp - New Support or Resistance Line. 

Next TP - Depending on market situation. 

  



FAQ 1 .. Maybe indirectly Something Related 
Question 1: Hello substrate, I like your idea of swing trading around resistance and support points of ..... 

i have been doing similar thing lately.i take points off the 4hr chart Which are basically the previous 

high, low and pivot of previous week .... 

But a caution and a question, price tends to hover around this points for awhile BEFORE Which finally 

making a move could be the really huge ........ 

part question, how do we determine When to trade at this point with less whipsaws? 

your opinion will be highly appreciated. 

Answer: If you are getting whipsawed on H4 then move up a time frame Which will keep you out until 

the momentum is in the direction of your trade. 

I'm not looking to get in at the top or bottom - I just want the "meat" in the middle of a trend - this is the 

safest with the lowest risk. 

  



Modified CSR100 
 

Price below 62 EMA -----> Downtrend 

Price above EMA 62 ------> Uptrend 

Moving averages help "shows the trend that occurred" and ensure that we "TRADE WITH THE TREND " 

The basic concept of this technique is the unity of the "Support and Resistance" and how to use the 

"role reversal", SBR (Support Become Resistance) or RBS (Become Resistance Support) for the 

opportunity to enter a position. "Sellers enter the market at Resistance and Buyers enter the market at 

Support. " 

How to enter position.  

 

Downtrend 

Enter Short (Sell) ------> wait for the occurrence of SBR, Enter short when price bounces off SBR or 

62ema (see chart, SBR and 62ema position is at about the same price, this indicates "strong resistance" 

and is appropriate to enter short) 

Target Porfit (TP 1) -------> Lowest point (Support after the occurrence of breakout) 

Target Profit (TP 2) -------> Because we "Trade with the Trend" lowest possible point will be at break is 

very great. Here AO is used to help to maximize the TP. When AO switch from red to green we close 

short position. 

Stop Loss -------> a few pips above the SBR / 62 EMA or when candle close above 62 EMA. 



Modified Setup CSR100 

 

Reject Wick Long SBR & Below The MA ... 

CSR100 STOP LOSS 
1st retest is the reference point / filter in Technical CSR100. It marks the Support or Resistance has 

formed there. 1st retest also serves as a marker if SBR or RBS has been formed. 

2nd retest is the point where we scout for opportunities to enter the Trade. 

SL is to be on set a few pips above or below the 1st retest. 

If Hit TP max profit, if not what is SL Hit, Minimum loss only 

Technical Drawing Technical Chart CSR100 

 
1. Know for sure where Support or Resistance 

2. Know for sure where the occurrence of breakout 

3. Know any certainty where or Swing low Swing high after the breakout. 

4. Put a PA (Uptrend: L, H, HL, HH, etc.) / (Downtrend: H, L, LH, LL, etc.) 

5. Give a mark where the SBR or RBS 

6. Put a 1st retest 

7. Standby for incoming Trade on 2nd retest. 
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Enter conditions in 3rd retest Trade 

1. Trade in 2nd Hit TP yet another retest (double bottom / top has not been established). If you are 

a Hit TP ignore aja 3rd Retest. 

2. R: R Tantalise enough. 1st & 2nd retest is our filter. SL can put a few pips above / below 1st/2nd 

retest. In this example, say we set SL = 20 pips, TP Min = 100 pips ----> Risk: Reward 1: 5, say we 

set SL = 20 pips, TP = 200 pips Max -----> Risk: Reward 1: 10. Wait no more, quickly enter the 

market. When hit SL, minimum loss, when hit TP max profit. 

Core technique CSR100 

 
Become Resistance Support SBR = -----> That Support the Resistance has changed function. Mula2 line / 

zone that serves as a breakout Support but once they happen, just change the function of the Support 

Resistance 

Become RBS = Resistance Support ------> That has changed the function of the Resistance Support. 

Mula2 line / zone that serves as a resistance breakout but once they happen, just change the function of 

the Resistance Support. 

This PHENOMENON known as the "ROLE reversal" 

TECHNICAL CSR100 is a combination of "BASIC TRADING RULES" (BUY SELL at Support & Resistance at) 

with the unique "PHENOMENON ROLE reversal." and based on the "TRADE WITH THE TREND". As a 

result a technique that fairly comprehensive, simple & profitable. 

  



Creeping Perfect Setup 

 
TF 4 HR chart 28-6-2009 GCHF ------> Creeping Setup 

 

Review: 

1st retest is a filter. Enter the 2nd retest with a few pips SL under 1st retest. Creeping setup I Cun 

(Suitable Conditions CSR100) 

  



Chart For Learning 
H4 chart 

 

Chart H-1 is a zoom in of the H-4 (circle oval aqua) 

 

  



Example Chart with the hot setup CSR100 

 

 

Reminder 

"SBR or RBS should not be on one line. It may also be a Zone. Creeping & Blow Off is SBR & RBS formed 

in the Zone. That is why 1st retest important & significant enough. Not only as a filter but is also used as 

an early indicator of the formation of Zone SBR / RBS " 

Reminder 

"Every Time frames have their own trend. According to our CSR100 RULES recommend to Trade with the 

Trend with Higher Time Frame for the BEST results. However, as long as the setup CSR100, as long as we 

can enter Trade that if R: R is good. In other words we have Trade with the Trend (CSR100) but not 

Trade with the Trend with Higher TF "by JGV100 

Sekenario 1 

TF Daily Bullish, Bullish Hr TF 4, TF 1 Hr Bullish & Setup on Bullish 15m TF -------> You Trade with the 

trend with higher TF 

Sekenario 2 

TF Daily Bullish, Bullish Hr TF 4, TF 1 Hr Bullish & Bearish Setup on 15m TF ------> You Trade with the 

trend for TF 15 m only. (This means that we take retrace, but this is already recommended for master 

only) 

WARNING: If there SETUP on the TF is greater, then the better & more reliable setup is. But you do not 

recommend using the TF at 30m. TF recommended ------> Monthly, Weekly, Daily, 4 hr, 1 hr & 15 M. 



Reminder "Basic" Technique CSR100 

 

CSR100 most suitable technique using horizontal line. It should be remembered horizontal line is the 

most accurate to identify support and resistance. If we learn SCIENCE & pivot fibo forex like all well .... 

using a horizontal line. CSR100 technique only advantage is that is merger of two basic trading "Trade 

with the TREND "and the" N Support Resistance "by using the unique phenomenon of" Role reversal ". 

As a result an adequate technique Simple & Profitable. 

"When you go 1st retest Trade and TP Hit -----> did not advised to enter the trade at the 2nd retest. 

Rationale price has made a double top or double bottom. According to Trend PATTERN KNOWLEDGE ----

> Change Trends likely to occur. However, it is up to you if you want to enter the Trade in 2nd Retest (if R: 

R is good enough or pin bar / reversal Candlesticks are formed). We really do not know for certain where 

the price. It is also possible price will form a triple top or triple bottom. Essential care MM & Tepuklah 

chest ask themselves "by JGV100 

Where to Place the TP 

 
Q2: How do you set TP? I read put sy mean TP of 100 pips, or Risk: Reward 1:3. If you want more? Do 

fibo pull or do trendline or etc? 

For technical CSR100, TP in the new set high (HH) or the new low (LL) after the occurrence of breakout. 

Rationale we enter trade when price retrace back to the SBR / RBS and necessarily j If the trend is 

correct (trade with the trend), then we will most likely entry Hit TP. This is because the possibility for 

Price break HH / LL is high enough before making the new HH / LL beyond. I think Min TP = 100 pips is a 

target reasonable enough, and very likely to be achieved. If I TP = 30 pips is good enough already.  

 

Additional Tools 

like fibo & trendlines can also be used. R: R is dependent on your MM and should not be 1: 3. Hope can 

provide some enlightenment, TQVM - Post 12 001 (CariGold Forum) 

Basic concept of CSR Techniques 100 
We actually ventured into the Trade (the setup) parallel with the current trends based on asas2 trading 

(SNR) by utilizing the unique phenomenon of role reversal to BUY RBS (support) & SELL in SBR 

(resistance). 

Buy at RBS (support) - Trend On Up 

Sell in SBR (resistance) - Trend Down On 

How to determine the extent STOP LOSS? 
JGV100 answer: Personally, I think the BEST is a calculation using the Risk to Reward Ratio. For example 

if I set TP = 100 pips I will set the SL = 50 pips. This will give the R: R = 1: 2. In other words, I can cover 

back 2 times a Trade that lost by only one time Trade to win aja 



Next Lesson (Inquiry) 

 

As a learning process, I will not comment setup is valid or not. I tried to comment on what that you have 

drawn on chart 

1. Too many lines, try and select a significant decrease only. 

2. Price Action is on the label. Flow trend is not clear / obvious and can be misleading. If Uptrend, 

shall be in looking and labeled where the lowest point (L), H, HL, breakout, HH, HL (entry point). 

To Downtrend is the opposite. 

3. SBR and SBR Zone is not quite clear on the mark. To SBR must be no Support, Breakout & 

Resistance. 3 These important elements must be in check & on the labels on your chart at any 

time. For RBS to be no resistance, Breakout & Support 

4. Buy only the RBS and not in support. 

But it is a good start. 

I try to learn chart2 Tradekan. Copy or Copycat 100% what I do. Practice until the bruising. I chart 

confident you will be more simple, clear & Cun. Good Luck ya 

Examples of the hot setup CSR100 
EURUSD H4 

 

  



Role reversal & EURGBP 

 

 

My Let The Telling 

 



Telling Pictures Buy CHF 

 

 

  



Revisit - Price Action in SBR or RBS 

 

Price Action at 

1. Resistance 

2. Support 

3. RBS 

4. SBR 

Revisit - CSR100 
 

To an SETUP -------> example UPTREND ------> make sure the PA must begin with a Low (L). Then I find 

the first significant resistance that is H (high). H may retest only once or may 2 and more retest. Retest 

shows more stronger the resistance. To Resistance is usually strong in the Price will make retracement 

forming HL (higher low). Price will try again to break Resitance and if successful breakout it normally 

would to New High or New Resistance of HH (higher quality). Breakout shows the current trend ongoing 

or MySQL. If Price failed to penetrate the HH, usually it will make retracement to the previous 

Resistance (H). Resistance that will change the function of the Support (RBS / HL). This is in 

PHENOMENON called ROLE reversal. This is where the best time for us to peer into the Trade 

opportunities BUY at RBS (Become Resistance Support). 

As FILTER, it is recommended that to enter TRADE on 2nd retest on SBR. If the Price to Retracement but 

not up to the line / zone RBS, let it be. Meaning no SETUP CSR100 in there. Most ideal SL is placed a few 

pips below the RBS 1st retest. If HIT SL, let it be only minimal LOSS only. 

I do not look directly at the Candlesticks, Open / Close / High / low. I try to make the technique CSR100 

sesimple possible. KNOWLEDGE Candlesticks it can help, but for this technique we can forget and just 

FOCUS on Support & Resistance significant and Trade with the trend. Kepahaman of PA (Analysis of 



Peaks & Troughs) and the reversal is very important ROLE PHENOMENON. That's all that the need to 

CSR100 intimately familiar with the technique. SIMPLE quite right! 

Setup eg Cun 

 

I'll set the SL 20-30 pips below the support (1st retest) when I enter Trade BUY at support (2nd retest). 

For TP was already sure I will set at Highest point after breakout (resistance = 191 pips). So the risk to 

reward is 30: 191 or 1: 6 ------> If I Hit SL will lose 30 pips and if Hit TP, I will gain 191 pips. This is It is 

called R: R is good. Maximum Profits & minimal loss --------> TECHNICAL CSR100 

Reminder 

 
1. Do not mix up two different setups in one chart (SBR & RBS in a chart). Make masing2. If you 

look at current trends UPTREND, do BUY it at RBS. Ignore Sell Setup (SBR) in the chart that same, 

and vice versa. This is to avoid confusion. 

2. Use the Zoom in / Zoom out to see more clearly PA. 

3. For PA Uptrend, find where the lowest point (L). Label the chart in the order: L, H, HL, breakout, 

HH, HL (entry point), HH (TP). For PA Downtrend is the opposite. H, L, LH, breakout, LL, LH (entry 

point), LL (TP). 

4. Copycat JGV100 100% chart style. Practice, practice & practice until the bruising 

Summary: 

 Master SEARCH TRENDS PA 

 CSR Master SEARCH SETUP 

 Wait for ENTRY 

 

  



GOLD H4 

 PA trend at H4 (Trading Time Frame) is UPTREND 

 At breakouts H (Peaks) 

 High significant @ HH 

 Bounces @ RBS - Best To Buy 

 

UPDATE GOLD H4 

 

UPDATE GOLD H4 

 

  



Reminder 
Tradinglah with Confident! Do not Hesitate, If you Debts with the setup, it is better for you to ignore the 

past and sitting by until you find a setup that benar2 Cun. Mild loss can not trade (No Loss Money) from 

the losers in trade (Loss Money). Setup CSR100 more will happen from time to time. Keep it simple bro 

.... Good Luck - Bro JGV100 

No System Works Forever 

 
Ever thought about, what this statement means? 

First it means, That as long as your system works, you do not change it. Very simple. And you do not 

change it, just because you have had a few losses in a row. That is to be expected. It's how you handle 

them,which Decides your overall performance. And it's not the system's fault, if you add to your Losing 

trades, if you blow your stop and move it further down and further down, because you switch time 

frames from 3min to 10min to 60min to daily. 

Learn to recognise a failed trade and move on. 

But it also means, you need to recognise, when your system no longer works. 

How do you differentiate between a losing streak and a major shift in market currents causing your 

system to lose it's edge. 

By doing some homework! 

If your system is applicable to different markets, not just the one you are mainly trading, it's easier. 

Take the time and identify your trading setups on different markets. See, if they work or not. If your 

signals start failing in multiple markets it might be time to reduce size or start trading Demo for a week 

or two to see, if it's just a temporary occurrence or if your system is starting to go through a drawdown 

period, where it just no longer has the edge you rely on. 

The earlier you recognise this, the better for your overall performance. 

We all have to go to the drawing board again and again, as the markets change and we have to change 

with them or we will perish. 

NOTE: If CSR 100 Give You Green Pips - Why Want to Change?  



Revisit - Rules CSR100 
Rules CSR100 Post 14807 

BUY and SELL only in RBS only in SBR 

Buy or Sell recommended for the 2nd retest but not a must. For more safe it is recommended that to 

enter on the 1st 2nd retest retest as a filter. Sometimes, Price will Hit TP without a 2nd retest. So for 

those who RISK taker or OPPURTUNIS, it is permitted to enter the 1st retest the condition that they set 

tight SL. We can help 

Take a look back chart2 that I go. Many also Setup2 CSR100 continued Hit TP on 1st retest without 

making a 2nd retest. We can help. 

Significant SETUP & PA 
Greetings to all sifu CSR100. Newbie ask something, how metentukan a PA setup and the significant or 

not? 

Significant = Clear & Real 

PA should be in the label on the S & R is a clear and manifest it. Make sure the price was benar2 make 

clean and make a significant breakout High (HH) or significant Low (LL). I see many who are unable to 

distinguish between the process and clean breakout breakout. That's why the PA should be in the label 

on the chart so that the PA can be seen more clearly and are in the proper position. See and learn that I 

Tradekan chart2. Copycat & practice. 

Eventually you will be skilled and can get the feel for determining a PA setup and it's pretty significant or 

not. Good luck  

Time Frame Mana yang Diikuti? 
EURJPY, still on weekly downtrend, but on daily uptrend. TF may be the need to follow? Thank you. 

Dua2nya can bear. 

CSR100 setup for TF Weekly is definitely different than the setup for TF Daily CSR100. 

In my simple. As long as there SBR we sell it and the time that we BUY RBS Rules provided only CSR100 

fully complied with. If Hit SL, never mind there is no fortune & if Hit TP maximize profit. 

Until practice Bruising 
I still can not catch this technique, but Shuah read & understand the technique hundreds of times but 

now I will apply at the market, the wretched. JGV100 bro, how to plot this technique in the chart 

correctly? Must zoom in or zoom out? I understand the price action, plot problems tp S, R, RBS / SBR, 

the jaw. 

Understand but difficult to implement? 



I think perhaps you are not practicing. Try to follow 100% the way I paint chart CSR100. Zoom in & zoom 

out is a lot of help in identifying the setup. Similarly, see the setup of different TF. 

Tips for drawing a chart CSR100 

1. Identify where the Support or Resistance 

2. Identify where there breakout 

3. Identify where Swing Swing high or low after the breakout. 

4. Put a PA 

5. Give a mark where the SBR or RBS 

6. Put a 1st retest 

7. Standby for Trade in the 2nd retest. 

My advice ..... bulat2 imitate the way I draw & label the chart CSR100. practice, practice, and practice. 

The question of Stop Loss & Filter 

For the Daily TF usually I will use the FILTER (FIBO, Pin Bar or 2nd retest) when making the decision to 

enter TRADE. For example, if there is a Pin Bar, I will enter the closed price of the Pin Bar with SL at the 

highest price on the Pin Bar. If you use the FIBO .... level of 38.2%, 50%, 61.8% can be used as an entry 

point to SL a few pips above or below the level FIBO. The most ideal is to enter trades in the 2nd retest 

with SL a few pips below or above the 1st retest 

Alternatively, we can use the estimated Risk to Reward ratio (R: R) to score a set of Stop Loss. This is 

suitable for those who use the PO at line potential SBR or RBS on 1st retest. Larger TF are used, the 

greater is your SL. That is why it is recommended that we use the smallest TF to find the "entry point", 

so LOSS can be minimized. 

Refreshment ... Hmmm Fresh 
Naked Trading 

Since 1-1-2009, CSR100 technique is no longer using the Indicator (MA, EMA, AO etc.) In the system 

tradingnya. Technical users CSR100 CSR100 has returned to the re------> The Original CSR100. Where 

betul2 TRADING NAKED, purely based on Price Action. Do not turn your head to the info will be given by 

a variety of Indi. Just Keep It Simple & Smart. 

Entry Rules 

CSR100 is in accordance with Rules propose to enter trades in the 2nd retest with SL a few pips below or 

above the 1st retest. But for RISK taker, you are allow to enter trades on the 1st retest with tight SL, a 

few pips below or above the potential SBR / RBS. Make sure enter the 1st retest benar2 only when you 

are confident with the setup. Calculation of R: R, Pin Bar & Fibo retracement also can be used to help 

entry on 1st retest. 



What should wait close price? Entry for a price we can get RBS / SBR at the 2nd retest with SL a few pips 

below or above the 1st retest. More ideal, if we wait it out on TF candlestick close we do an analysis 

before deciding to enter trade. If the Pin Bar is formed (candlestick reversal), usually gives strong signals 

to enter trade. 

Definition of clean breakouts? 

Clean breakout breakout clear = clear view on the chart. Should be able to distinguish between the false 

breakout in the process and clean breakout breakout. To Setup CSR100, must make a clean breakout 

price (betul2 breakout & not the breakout or false breakout) and then make a significant high (HH) or 

significant low (LL). Clean breakout can also be seen on the movement of prices (total pips) when the 

perforated support & resistance up to the next support & resistance. Larger TF, usually greater amount 

pipsnya. Please see and learn that my chart2 Trade-ordinated. With continued practice, I am sure and 

confident, you will understand what is said to clean breakout.Page 47 

Pikirkanlah 

It is important to label PA PA for different label will provide a different entry point.

 

To Chart 1, Setup Hit TP just to give users more or less 9000 CSR100 green pips. Current breakout 

process is going on. Price not make a clean breakout betul2 to create significant new high (HH). Setup in 

this chart, for now this can be ignored because not enough significant breakout.

 

To Chart 2, clear and clean real breakout has occurred. What is significant high (HH) has been formed? 

Only time will answer (because it's possible to go further and create a new HH). If Price successfully 

retrace back to the potential RBS, this is the best opportunity to enter BUY Trade. In any case, CSR100 

Rules should fully complied with. In conclusion, the second chart is more relevant and have the potential 

to be setup CSR100 



Tips 
How do we determine, breakout is still in progress or already completed. 

This question is somewhat difficult to answer because no one knows what is the price has benar2 make 

clean breakout (been completed) or otherwise. I think, this is not a matter of great importance and 

should be worried about the technique CSR100. The most important is the line / zone SBR / RBS itself. 

Although, however, the appearance of Bar Pin Price crossing the line after SBR / RBS with a clear and 

distinct can assume that breakout on the possibility has been completed. Pin Bar exists showing that 

rejection has happened there. Price likely have developed new high (HH - resistance) or a new low (LL - 

support) and in the future will make a retracement to the potential SBR / RBS. 

A little Tip 
I use to measure the movement of fibo retracement PA breakout, that HL to HH or LH to LL and 

eventually to the conclusion that the breakout has been completed or otherwise. If fibo pulled from HL 

to HH or LH to LL and found potential line or zone SBR / RBS stood at 38.2% level and selebih2nya 

sekurang2nya 61.8%, then I would assume that the breakout has been completed and will be ready to 

scout for opportunities to enter trades 

FAQ 

 

Bro jgv100 the appropriate filter for the hot entry? 

I use the 1st retest as a filter. Trade only in the 2nd entry retest and more Cun if any formation Pin Bar 

there. (Original CSR100) 

Alternatively you can use the 62EMA (TF 1HR) or 50SMA (TF 4HR) as an additional filter. (Modified 

CSR100) 

Refresh Terminology.. 
 

L, H, HL, HH is not Incidence Of Poverty. That is the label PA (Price Action) to UPTREND and manually 

label on the chart to show the swing high / swing low or the location where significant Peaks and 

troughs (valleys & peaks) occur. 

PA UPTREND = L (low), H (high), HL (higher low), HH (Higher High), HL, HH etc. 

PA DOWNTREND = H (high), L (low), LH (lower quality), LL (lower low), LH, LL etc. 

Have suggestions on how to become a master in this technique? 

Most good & ideal is for prior reference to a larger TF to identify the current trend. This technique is a 

Trade with the trend. For instance, if TF 4 Hr is intailah setup Uptrend we BUY in TF 1 HR or 15m. If TF 4 

HR is Downtrend then we intailah SELL setup in TF 1 HR or 15m. This is what is called TRADE with the 

TREND with higher TF. Usually the practice or manner such as this will give better results and avoid false 

signals. 



TIPS 
It is difficult to predict price movements. 

We as consumers CSR100 technique, in fact, be very worry about the market movement. 

The important thing is setup CSR100. If there SBR or RBS then enter trade, if not available, we relax a bit, 

sat on the edge. Trade with what u See & Dont trade with what u Think. Keep it as simple as Possible 

CSR100 EU 

 

EU CSR100 Update 

 

FAQ 
jgv100 bro, for GU, TP the most appropriate as yeee .. 

If you follow the Rules CSR100: 

A. Mean TP = 100 pips 

Two. Normal TP = Highest or Lowest point after the breakout 

Three. TP = 20 pips aja JGV100 

Actually, it is up to you where I park ...... PS I pat the chest ask themselves usually occur after the 2nd 

retest, price will go down or go back up? 

Depending on current trends. If the Uptrend ----> usually after the 2nd retest Price will back up. If the 

Downtrend -----> usually it after the 2nd retest Price will back down. 



To be sure, nobody knows or can be sure where the actual direction of price movement is a reference 

point 1st retest / filter in Technical CSR100. That marked the Support or Resistance was formed there. 

And 1st retest can serve as indicators that have occurred SBR or RBS. 2nd retest is the point where we 

scout for opportunities to Entry. SL I should set a few pips above or below the 1st retest. If Hit TP 

maximize profit, if not what SL Hit .... Minimal loss only. 

Entry 

Greetings all. Would ask, after retest, how many pips or candle that master2 all waiting to confirm 

entry? Read blog tp taste no specific answer for this? 

Enter on or as close as possible to the line / zone SBR / RBS. Entry point farther from the RBS / SBR will 

be greater than SL. Larger losses in the larger SL SL and decreased Profits Hit if Hit TP. Therefore, to 

maximize profit and minimize loss, CSR100 suggest to enter on or as close as possible to the SBR / RBS. If 

there is Pin Bar, enter on the close price of the PB. We can help, TQVM 

Note: I was adopted formula "Set & Forget". If Hit SL .... oh well at least loss aja. If Hit TP maximal profit 

PA label is a duty! 

I think that the labeling of PA is a discipline that must be made! Because PA is a basic technique CSR100. 

No matter you are a newbies or even master CSR100. Labeled PA in chart not only helps you identify 

Setup CSR100, even make your chart more informative, more easily understood by others and more 

perfect. My advice to the PA Label your chart for the common good and perfect technique itself CSR100 

- Mast JGV100 

Trade urged to enter the point / price as close as possible to the price 1st retest. To me the important 

thing is where to set the SL. Entry point farther from the prices of 1st retest will make you more of SL. 

To make sure you Sell Sell entry in SBR alone. 

For not Hit SL, it was your setup still says invalid. Setup is invalid or not depends on the position of your 

PA. That is why labeling is a matter of PA amat2 is recommended that for a setup that benar2 comply 

with the Rules CSr100 

 

  



Analysis Ala CSR100 

Nothing benar2 anyone know for sure whether the price will form a zone or ruler RBS. From the theory 

of CSR100, we know & understand that the zone or ruler RBS RBS is a form of jenis2 Setup CSR100. 

Then we use the existing knowledge about these Setup jenis2, based on the nature of price movement 

based on certain criteria, to determine the possibility of getting megintai Setup CSR100 and 

opportunities occur when the SETUP is CUN. 

Line / RBS = normal setup ruler ------> Price retrace back to the line of resistance before the breakout to 

activate Setup CSR100. 

RBS = creeping setup Zone ------> Price retrace back, and then penetrate into the etched line or spread 

resistance before the breakout to activate Setup CSR100. Confirmation is required. Enter the 2nd Retest 

with SL a few pips below the 1st Retest 

Zone RBS = blow off setup ------> Price retrace back towards the line of resistance before the breakout, 

but not betul2 up, thus forming a gap and enable the Setup CSR100. Confirmation is required. Enter the 

2nd Retest with SL a few pips below the 1st Retest 

1. SURE KNOW SBR, PA TREND LABEL - Powered Preliminary Analysis 

2. Monitor Chart - Price moves in line with the 'CSR100 Setup'. 

 
3. CSR100 is identified - IN TRADE 

 
4. Minimal TP : 100 Pips 

 



 

Revisit - Normal CSR Setup Chart 

 

Pair: EU 

Trading TF: H1 

Trend Trading TF: H, L, LH, LL - Trend Down (Down Trend) 

Strategy: Trend Down - Sell Aja 

1. Kenalpasti Support - Red ruler 

2. Kenalpasti breakouts 

3. Wait for the occurrence of significant low in the Lower Low 

4. Wait 1st Retest - SBR Confirmed Line 

Strategy: 

Sell at SBR in the 2nd Retest & TP in Lower Low 

Stop Loss - Some Pips 'on' SBR 

 

 



FAQ 

Bro JGV100, kadang2 whether an entry position pada1st we retest? I mean after the breakout? 

It should (be sure there are tight SL) -----> if you are a Risk Taker and benar2 understand what is going 

on 

For more on the recommended safe and highly -----> Please enter the 2nd Trade 1st Retest Retest 

condition yet again Hit TP 

P / s: No Pain No Gain. High Risk High Return ...... thats FOREX 

ReVisit - Hakam Trading Law  

 

Three important things that always need to remember and follow when TRADING. 

A. TRADE WITH THE TREND -----> The trend is your friend, make the trend as a "friend" you. Never fight 

the trend (of abstinence this trading system). It's easier to profit if your "Trade with the Trend" in 

comparison with the "Trade versus trend". UPTREND = BUY ONLY. DOWNTREND = SELL WHATSOEVER, 

Simple right. 

Two. BUY AT SUPPORT ------> Buyers enter the market at Support and take control from the Sellers. 

Means enter only in Support Trade BUY it. Simple right. If you BUY the Resistance about looking for 

things. 

Three. SELL AT Resistance -----> Sellers enter the market at Resistance and take control from the buyers. 

SELL TRADE means enter it only in the Resistance. Simple right. If you SELL in Support about how the 

problems. 

 



Three things are important on the technique CSR100 BASIS. 
Method or Rules for trade use the technique CSR100. 

A. Identify Trend Direction -----> Each TF has its own trend, make sure that we trade with the trend to 

higher TF. Trading with the trend on higher tf one will give good results, while the TF where we analyze 

has the same trend with 2 or more higher TF will provide greater returns. 

1a. If you are trading in TF 4 HR, use the TF Daily / Weekly to see the trend 

1b. If you are trading in Tf 1 HR, use the TF 4 HR / Daily to see the trend 

1c. If you are trading on 15m TF, TF gunakn 1 HR / 4 Hr to see the trend 

Two. ENTER TRADE, AND STOP LOSS PROFIT TARGET 

Strategy: If DOWNTREND then SELL ONLY 

2A. TRADE ENTER -------> After SBR phenomenon occurs usually price will retest SBR few times to the 

line. (Retest 1st, 2nd or 3rd rd retest retest). If the price still failed to pass after few times retest SBR, 

SBR showed that strong enough and then Meng "confirmkan" SBR is valid or invalid. Should wait for the 

2nd or 3rd retest to enter Trade. See chart for a clearer picture. 

2B. TP --------> Lowest point after Breakout (Support). You can hold Trade for price break because of the 

possibility of support is high because we trade with the trend. See Chart for the position of TP (TP often 

is the support that already identified) 

2C. SL --------> A number of pips on the SBR. (Follow the MM that you have planned, how many pips 

sangup would you lose? 

 


